Citrus Infusion Gin

Experience fresh and crisp citrus aromas with a smooth, silky finish. This zesty gin was enriched with hand-picked, farm grown citrus fruit. Each distilling carefully crafted to ensure a balanced gin with an abundance of citrus notes for your ultimate drinking pleasure.

Description
Natural sun-ripened oranges from the Eastern Cape, as well as Stellenbosch grown organic lemons lend their flavours to this full-bodied gin. Opulent scents of orange, lemon, lime and red grapefruit evaporate on the nose while the juniper berries present menthol and eucalyptus aromas adding complexity. Rhubarb and lemon grass whiffs bring a gentle sweetness to the overall taste.

The Citrus Infusion Gin benefits from the fresh sourced fruits grown in perfect conditions. It is endowed by a very mild juniper-bitterness. Rich and complex, refreshing like a walk through a citrus orchard.

Perfect Serve
Citrus Infusion shows its best in a Martini Cocktail and is also a game changing basis for a John Collins or Aviation. Filled up with tonic water, G&T becomes a true refreshment.

Botanicals
Orange, juniper berries, lemon

NOTES:
Nose: ripe oranges, grapefruit zest, citrus-mint, lime
Palate: juniper, lemon-peel, complex interplay of citrus aromas, hints of mint
Finish: lingering, lemon, orange, grapefruit